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An Evidential Analysis of CSE lah

The Colloquial Singapore English (CSE) particle lah has been observed to convey
many different, sometimes contradictory, pragmatic effects such as forcefulness
or friendliness. Because it can be pronounced using several pitch contours, some
analyses (e.g. Wong 2004) characterise the particle as a set of polysemous
variants distinguished by pitch and function. However, even within one pitch
contour, lah can still have multiple pragmatic effects. An issue with current
analyses is that they often focus only on one aspect of how lah is used, e.g. for
emphasis, and neglect or be unable to account for other aspects, e.g. to convey
friendliness or solidarity.

In this talk, I focus on two pitch contours of lah – a low, level contour (lah21) and a
high, falling contour (lah51) – and propose an analysis of lah as an evidential
particle that indicates that the speaker’s evidence underwriting her lah-marked
assertion is completely reliable. While the issue of whether lah is polysemous will
remain open in this talk, I show how this core meaning is able to better account
for the particle’s various effects within each pitch contour, and suggest a
hypothesis about how intonation may interact with this core meaning for future
work.
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